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Abstract
In this paper we examine why the IRC user cocks is a giant faggot.
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Introduction

Faggotry has long been an online tradition. Especially in internet relay
chat, or IRC. Recently in homescreen on irc.rizon.net there has been a
particularly faggy user namely “cocks” or sometimes also known as “artificialwhore”.
In this paper we examine the possible reasons of his faggotry and several ways
to alleviate said faggotry.
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Possible causes
1. The first cause of consideration is the lifestyle and habits of this individual.
2. What we can consider next is how long cocks has been single for,
specifically 5 years.
3. We can also consider the influence COCKs has received from his exgirlfriend, karin.

2.1

Lifestyle and Habits of Cocks

Cocks has had a sedentary lifestyle. His daily activities include shitposting on
IRC, fawning over noise in hangouts and watching mexican porn. Occasionally
he gets annoyed by the sound of the mexican soap opera because his parents
turn the up volume up way too high.
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2.2

Loneliness

Loneliness might also be a major contributing factor to the faggotry displayed
by cocks. Consider the following.
Fact 1 Cocks has been single for more than 5 years.
From Fact 1 we can trivially deduce that cocks is internally very lonely.

2.3

Karin

Lastly we consider the effect that Karin had on cocks. A short introduction
on Karin.
Karin is the previous girlfriend of cocks, aka santi. It is well-known in
homescreen that karin is a huge slut and also has plenty of issues. Consider
the following observation.
Theorem 1 Being together with a mentally unstable slut will cause permanent
damage.
Instead of providing a full proof we can illustrate the idea with an example.
The example will be cocks. He was with karin and now he’s permanently
damaged. With a better understanding of the causes, we can proceed to
examine possible ways to resolve the faggotry.
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Resolving cocks’ faggotry

We first consider the following well-known quote.
We’re going to build a wall and Cocks is going to pay for it.
What we can do is basically make use of Donald Trump’s approach. We can
build a wall on IRC so the faggotry is kept away. A criticism of this strategy
however is that it does not resolve the faggotry itself, it merely hides the
problem. Hence this leads us to the discussion of more targeted strategies
which resolve this faggotry from its causes. We can possibly address the
sedentary lifestyle of cocks. A good way to start would be making cocks
watch mexican soap opera with his mother instead of shitposting on irc.
The next strategy addresses loneliness. We can find cocks a gf. Even a
mentally-unstable slut like karin would do. The question on how to undo
damages left by karin is too challenging, and remains unanswered.
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Conclusion

In conclusion cocks is a faggot.
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